
Poetry 
Ekphrasis 

Here are two ekphrastic poems.  In your group, consider how the poem uses the work of  art, 
including: 

• the role of  description 
• the recapitulation/elucidation of  themes present in the artwork 
• the art as springboard for the poet’s own agenda, which may touch upon but not reiterate the   
 knowable purpose of  the artwork 
• the poet’s seeming assumptions about what the viewer/reader knows and does not know 
• other considerations that seem important to you 

Poem 1 
Sueño No. 5:  Botella del Mar by Grete Stern 

Subject and Object 
BY NYLA MATUK 
On “Sueño No. 5: Botella del mar,” a photograph by Grete Stern (1950) 

The woman sits clutching her knees 
inside a short-necked bottle on a beach, 
looks up smiling at a mouth above 
all imagined itineraries. 
We like to think she volunteered 
to be lowered into the bottle. 
On her own idea, even 
her own craftiness, lured into being 
enrobed with the thick glass that is the gray-blue 
of  a ukiyo-e sky of  flying cranes 
who breathe the steam 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/nyla-matuk


of  that bluish gray ideation and 
end of  autumn, or a plume of  smoke 
from a train in the middle distance. 

Swells of  warm seawater push wet sand against 
spun tips of  seashells that sit on the warmed strand 
like nobility on a plush settee. 
The bottle’s bottom edge lists in the hot 
sand, the heat of  the morning sunlight penetrates 
the bottle walls, and foam and breeze coax 
a juddering creature from underneath. 
From inside the woman argues with herself  that 
the horizon is another of  the world’s ambitions. 

Those ships slipped into bottles 
with volition and self-responsibility, 
acquiesce so marvelously, 
like the glass fitting 
so smoothly around her. She is a person 
born to be put into this and admired as perfection 
from the outside, which is how we love flowers 
and dreams, though our desires may suffocate them. 



Poem #2 
House of  Père LaCroix, by Cézanne 

House of  Père Lacroix 
Tyler Mills 
I thought I would write a novel 
about the window with its shadow 
set in the two-story house. 
Cézanne stands at the sunchoke hedge, 
alone and licking a brush 
among the tree’s traces of  changing shade. 
The woman—I named her 
and almost saw her—could be 
flapping a pillowcase at the shutter 
as though fanning a fire 
that takes the frame by its walls. 
Then, inside, a web-stitch quilt 
pulls across a poster bed. 
The house would be preparing 
for wedding guests, Lacroix in the garden 
spading a strawberry plant 

https://www.poets.org/node/339906


to move the woolen roots. 
Did Cézanne have nothing 
to do with the people 
he kept within the roof?—a flat red slant 
marked by the slash of  branches. 
There is a close mess of  buttered brushstrokes. 
The house set back in dashes of  leaves— 
a perplexing green—guards a 
shadow that could almost come 
to memory, the window empty. 


